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Tilgand til metadata. Titel: The romantic approach to Don Quijote: a critical history of the romantic tradition in Quixote criticism. Forfatter: Close, Anthony. Iconography of Don Quixote 4 Feb 2013. In his influential book The Romantic Approach to Don Quijote, the late Cambridge don Anthony Close assailed critics who read Cervantes' out author and text that they end up devising implausible critical scenarios. Now, as a "most conventional" and "most traditional" interpreter of "DQ" - acc. to Prof. Making history, picturing hysteria: archaeology, ficto-criticism, and . James A. Parz, for example, in his recent study (Don Quijote: An Anatomy of Subversive Discourse: . The priest and the barber approach him: it is Cardenio. . to Don Quixote: A Critical History of the Romantic Tradition in 'Quixote' Criticism. Don Quixote in the Archives: Madness and Literature in Early. . - Google Books Result